Three eye-tracking experiments investigated the role of pitch accents during online discourse comprehension. Participants faced a grid with ornaments, and followed prerecorded instructions such as ''Next, hang the blue ball'' to decorate holiday trees. Experiment 1 demonstrated a processing advantage for felicitous as compared to infelicitous uses of L + H* on the adjective noun pair (e.g., blue ball followed by GREEN ball vs. green BALL). Experiment 2 confirmed that L + H* on a contrastive adjective led to 'anticipatory' fixations, and demonstrated a ''garden path'' effect for infelicitous L+H* in sequences with no discourse contrast (e.g., blue angel followed by GREEN ball resulted in erroneous fixations to the cell of angels). Experiment 3 examined listeners' sensitivity to coherence between pitch accents assigned to discourse markers such as 'And then,' and those assigned to the target object noun phrase. Ó 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc.
; Venditti (1997 Venditti ( , 2005 ; Spanish: Face (2001) ; Prieto, van Santen, & Hirschberg (1995) . However, this work also reveals a wide range of intonation variation across speakers within the same community, and even within the same experimental setting (cf. Schafer, Speer, & Warren, 2003) . Given this diversity of form, how reliably can intonation cue pragmatics during speech comprehension? If intonation is indeed a powerful auditory cue that guides the interpretation of incoming utterances, models of speech comprehension must properly describe the mechanism of such processing. The research presented here uses eye-movement monitoring to investigate whether and when listeners make use of intonational cues to guide visual search through a set of real-world objects as they follow spoken instructions to decorate a series of holiday trees.
The role of pitch accent in American English
According to autosegmental accounts of prosody (e.g., Bruce, 1977; Goldsmith, 1976 Goldsmith, , 1990 Pierrehumbert, 1980) , local excursions of tonal prominence in speech are called pitch accents. In English, pitch accents are aligned with the lexically stressed syllable of a word, and are generally accompanied by increased amplitude and duration, and hyper-articulation of the segments as compared to unaccented syllables (Beckman, 1996; Ladd, 1996) . Within the framework of a widely used tone annotation system, ToBI (Tones and Break Indices: Beckman & Ayers, 1997) , there are five pitch accent types in American English (H*, L*, L* + H, L + H*, and H + !H*: (*) indicates the association or phonetic alignment between the tone and the stressed syllable; (!) indicates the 'downstep,' or contextually triggered lowering of a tone).
These pitch accents are claimed to convey different pragmatic meanings for the utterances in which they appear. Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg (1990) introduced the idea of compositionality of tonal meaning, where meanings conveyed by pitch accent, phrasal accent, and boundary tone combine to contribute to the overall meaning of an utterance in discourse. For example, H* accented items are added to the interlocutors' mutual belief space when they appear in either a declarative sentence with final LÀ (phrasal) and L% (boundary) tones, or in a question with final H-and H% tones. In contrast, the L* accent can also signal the salience of an accented item, but in this case the item is assumed to be already part of the hearer's mutual beliefs. L + H* evokes contrast in the discourse, signaling that ''the accented item -and not some alternative related item-should be mutually believed (p. 296) .'' This is the tune that may be used for the capitalized word in an utterance such as ''I made a reservation for FIFTEEN, not fifty!''.
Pitch accent in language processing
Given the distribution of pitch accents present in American English, how do speakers and listeners make use of such cues during language processing? We focus here on the contribution of 'emphatic' or 'contrastive' pitch accent to discourse processing. Recent studies of language production have established that speakers' use of pitch accent is tightly tied to the information structure of their utterance as it relates to the discourse structure in which it is embedded. Early work in the area characterized this correspondence as a tendency to accent 'new' information and to refrain from accenting 'old' information (Bolinger, 1961 (Bolinger, , 1986 Chafe, 1974; Cruttenden, 1986; Halliday, 1967; cf. Chafe, 1976) . However, advancements in the specification of models of information structure as well as in the characterization of lexical and sentence level stress and accent have revealed a relationship between accent and discourse status that is considerably more complex. More recent work shows that there is not a strict parallel association between accentuation/deaccentuation of words and their 'new' or 'old' status in a discourse (Bard & Aylett, 1999; Hirschberg, 1993; Ito, Speer, & Beckman, 2003; Nakatani, 1993 Nakatani, , 1997 Terken & Hirschberg, 1994) . Instead, the correspondence between information structure and speakers' intonational expression of prominences requires the specification of not just the presence/ absence of accent on the words that refer to discourse entities, but the particular accent type assigned (Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990) .
A parallel stream of language comprehension studies have clearly established that the way a referring word is pronounced can influence a listener's speed and accuracy in recovering the speaker's intended referent (see Cutler, Dahan, & Donselaar, 1997, for review) . Numerous psycholinguistic studies show higher acceptability ratings and faster comprehension times for listeners when word-level intonation felicitously marks the discourse status of words than when it does not (Bock & Mazzella, 1983; Birch & Clifton, 1995; Needham, 1990; Nooteboom & Kruyt, 1987; Terken & Hirschberg, 1994; Terken & Nooteboom, 1987) . In general, felicitously accented words are recognized faster, remembered better, or perceived as more prominent and intelligible than words without accent (Bard, Sotillo, Anderson, Doherty-Sneddon, & Newlands, 1995; Krahmer & Swerts, 2001; Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Carlson, 1995) . Deaccentuation or melodic attenuation of previously mentioned information has also been shown to facilitate utterance comprehension (Needham, 1990; Nooteboom & Kruyt, 1987; Terken & Hirschberg, 1994; Terken & Nooteboom, 1987) . Although these studies demonstrate that accent plays an important role in helping listeners determine referents, little has been done to investigate how rapidly pitch accent information is processed and the time course by which it is utilized during speech comprehension. The present experiments investigate listeners' processing of intonational patterns using eye-tracking methodology, which enables the analysis of continuous on-line responses to various intonational patterns as they unfold over time.
The merits of head mounted eye-tracking methodology with naturalistic interactive tasks for the investigation of real-time spoken language processing are wellestablished (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1988; Chambers, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, Filip, & Carlson, 2002; Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001; Dahan, Tanenhaus, & Chambers, 2002; Spivey, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 2002; , see Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 2005 for additional studies and discussion of the advantages of this method). The primary advantages of this method for the research presented here are (1) The head mounted eye-tracking system provides correction for head position and rotation, allowing participants to move and talk during listening data collection. (2) Eye movement monitoring is a continuous, non-intrusive, implicit measure of processing difficulty. Because it allows observation throughout the time course of listeners' perception and interpretation of intonational patterns, we can compare the relative appropriateness of particular intonation patterns during the course of a naturalistic conversational exchange. (3) Established linking hypotheses between spoken word recognition and eye-movements (e.g., Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995) allow the assumption that listeners' attention shifts in response to words relevant according to the available spoken context and visual scene, resulting in the non-strategic planning of eye movements to a mentioned object (here, a holiday ornament that must be moved from a grid to a tree). Despite such merits, the experimental paradigm is not free of potential problems. As Trueswell & Tanenhaus (2005) point out, limiting the complexity of visual world or the interactive task with a simple set of materials or actions may not yield the responses that represent normal speech comprehension processing or discourse behavior beyond the experimental environment. This closed-set problem is tightly related to unwelcome task-specific strategies. We attempted to avoid these problems by designing our experimental task and visual world to be natural yet fairly complex. Ornament grids displayed more than 40 objects, so that listeners were engaged in genuine visual search rather than simple matching of spoken words to a small set of objects whose locations and identities could potentially be simultaneously held in memory throughout a trial. Participants needed to focus not only on the action of selecting the correct ornament from the board, but also on placing each small ornament in the correct location on the tree. (See General Discussion for our further thoughts on visual complexity and responses to prosodic prominence.)
Effect of contrastive L + H* during visual search
In a study particularly relevant to the research presented here, Dahan et al. (2002) demonstrated the immediate effect of accentual prominence on eye movements reflecting spoken language comprehension. The effect of accent on reference resolution was shown by using two cohort items such as candle and candy, which were presented on a computer monitor with phonetically unrelated items such as necklace and pear, and geometric landmarks such as triangle and square. On each trial, participants heard a paired instructions such as ''Put the candy above the triangle. Now put the CANDLE above the square.'', and were told to move the objects accordingly. The target in the second sentence was either repeated from the first sentence (e.g., candle-candle) or switched to the cohort competitor (e.g., candy-candle), and it was presented either with or without accentual prominence (e.g., CANDLE vs. candle). Participants' eye movements to the target object mentioned in the second sentence were monitored. The proportion of fixations to the cohort competitor (e.g., candy) was higher when the repeated target carried prominence (e.g., candle-CANDLE) than when it did not (e.g., candle-candle). In addition, when the target was not repeated from the first to the second instruction (e.g., candy-candle), the effect was reversed: fixation proportions to the competitor (candy) were higher when the target was not prominent than when it was. Dahan et al. interpret these results as indicating the anaphoric interpretation of non-prominent words and nonanaphoric interpretation of prominent words. This is partially consistent with the claim by Terken & Nooteboom (1987) that a deaccented entity is processed as given, and thus a listener tries to match that entity to an already-activated discourse entity, whereas the interpretation of an accented word is not constrained in such a manner. The results echo previous off-line studies showing that improperly accenting an alreadymentioned entity or deaccenting a yet-to-be-mentioned entity increases comprehension time (Bock & Mazzella, 1983; Nooteboom & Kruyt, 1987; Birch & Clifton, 1995) . Note, however, that statement-verification tasks show that infelicitous accentuation of given (i.e., already-mentioned) items does not slow down comprehension as much as infelicitous deaccentuation of new (never-mentioned) items (Birch & Clifton, 1995; Ito, 2002) . This may mislead us to conclude that the presence of an accent does not have an immediate impact on the interpretation of incoming speech. The eye fixation pat-terns shown by Dahan et al. demonstrate that this is not the case. Instead, accent leads to rapid identification of an item not previously mentioned within the interactive environment.
Interestingly, Dahan et al.'s stimuli contained a variety of pitch accent and phrasal tone combinations. According to their ToBI annotation, 14 out of 24 targets in the accented condition had L + H* while the remaining 10 cases had H*. In the deaccented condition, all targets carried H + !H*, but a preceding discourse marker (e.g., on 'Now,' Experiment 1) had either L + H*, L* + H, or H*. In addition, the theme (e.g., candy) in the first instruction had L + H* in 26, H* in 20, and L* in 2 of 48 items. The combined phrasal-boundary tones varied between L-L% and L-H%. This variation of accent pattern in the context instruction may have affected the salience and informational status of target or competitor items even before subjects heard the second instruction. More specifically, it is possible that contrastive accents in the context instruction may have contributed to the finding of a very early advantage for items with felicitous accent patterns (shown within 300 ms of target onset). The absence of phonetic control over auditory stimuli is problematic for a comparison across studies (see General Discussion for a close comparison between the present study and Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson (1999) , which failed to demonstrate the effect of focus intonation). In the present study, we controlled sentence-level tonal patterns for all trials including fillers. Stimuli were re-recorded until two ToBI annotators agreed on their respective tonal patterns. In order not to make the target instructions sound noticeably contrastive or monotonous, intonation variation was introduced by manipulating the patterns in filler trials (see Materials sections below). Furthermore, we specifically tested the effect of accentual patterns on the discourse marker in the last experiment.
A more important goal of the current study is to explore the additional role of contrastive accent L + H*, in hope of advancing the investigation of a general mechanism of accentual information processing during speech comprehension. As demonstrated by Dahan et al., prominent accent on the noun naming the direct object of the task action 'put' promptly assigns the new/not-previously mentioned or given/alreadymentioned status to the target entity. Obviously, the tonal shape of a word plays a role beyond simply signaling its informational status with respect to discourse background. The present study entertains the possibility that contrastive accentual information feeds the discourse foreground, projecting pragmatic links between the accented discourse entity and upcoming entities. Compare, for example, what you would expect as continuations of utterance fragments (1) and (2).
(1) KATIE did not win a truck, L+H* H+!H* L À H% (2) Katie did not win a TRUCK, H* L+H* L À H% In (1), it is very plausible that the sentence continues with somebody else's name who won a truck (e.g., ''. . ., LAURA did)'', whereas (2) may continue to mention something other than a truck that Katie actually won (e.g., ''. . ., she won a MOTORCYCLE)''. Such predictions become available due to the contrastive function of L + H*, which evokes a set of alternatives appropriate for the immediately ensuing discourse (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990 ; for the effect of contrastive accent in negation, see Davidson, 2001 ).
In other words, a contrastive L + H* constrains the set of coherent upcoming discourse entities as well as specifying the informational status of the accented word itself. Consistent with the immediate effect of accent demonstrated by Dahan et al., we predict that anticipatory effects of L + H* will be evident in eye movements when a member of the evoked set is present in the visual field. Furthermore, we pursue the view that accentual cues are evaluated immediately, allowing assignment of referential status to the named discourse entity as its speech segments unfold in time.
That is, a particular pragmatic relation is established between the accented word and other background/ foreground discourse entities during the recognition of the content of the speech signal. Although the immediacy of accentual processing itself may not be contentious, the question remains as to whether the processing of accentual information is complementary to incremental speech comprehension, or if instead it is a robust independent computation that takes place in parallel with phoneme-based word recognition. Dahan et al. suggest strong influence of parallel prosodic processing on lexical access, but their evidence is rather indirect due to the use of cohorts. In the present study, we manipulated the accentual prominence of a prenominal adjective (Experiments 1 and 2) to test the effect of contrastive accent on the modifier on the access to the upcoming noun. If a prominent accent on a prenominal adjective evokes a contrastive relation between the immediately preceding referent and the about-to-be-mentioned referent, it should constrain the set of nouns that the adjective modifies. Hereafter, we refer to this constraint on the upcoming referent as an ''anticipatory effect'' of contrastive accent. We hypothesize that this effect of prosodic prominence is independent of the segmental processing necessary for lexical identification, and thus predict that speech comprehension will be disrupted when the segmental information of the noun does not substantiate the anticipated referent (The effect of such mismatch between the anticipated referent and the incoming noun is directly tested in Experiment 2). The scope of the anticipatory effect in discourse foregrounding is tested by manipulating accentual patterns of discourse markers that connect utterances in Experiment 3.
We now turn to a series of three experiments, where participants decorated holiday trees following instructions that mention target ornaments as combinations of color adjectives and object nouns (e.g., blue ball). Experiment 1 tests whether felicitous use of L + H* (e.g., ''First, hang the green ball'' fi ''Now, hang the BLUE ball'') facilitates fixations to a target object as compared to infelicitous use (e.g., ''First, hang the green ball'' fi ''Now, hang the blue BALL''). Experiment 2 confirms the facilitatory effect of felicitous L + H* by comparing it against a condition that does not involve L + H* (e.g., ''First, hang the green ball'' fi ''Now, hang the blue ball''). This experiment also examines whether the set-evoking function of L + H* can mislead listeners to fixate on the previously mentioned object type in the presence of the name of a different object (e.g., Will balls be fixated during the second instruction for the sequence ''First, hang the green ball'' fi ''Now, hang the BLUE angel''?). Finally, Experiment 3 investigates whether the presence of L + H* on temporal-adverbial discourse markers such as And then, After that, and And next have additional effects on the processing of the upcoming target.
Experiment 1
The first experiment was designed to test whether felicitous use of a contrastive pitch accent (here, L + H*) is advantageous for listeners as compared to infelicitous use during the holiday tree decoration task. We hypothesized that L + H* on a color adjective evokes a set of alternative color possibilities that could modify the ornament object, while restricting the referent to be named by the upcoming noun to the same type of object that was mentioned in the immediately preceding utterance. According to this view, L + H* accent on the color adjective should not only assign contrastive status to the color itself, but also should increase listeners' expectations that the most recently mentioned target noun will be repeated in the current utterance. We predicted a rapid anticipatory effect of the adjective's intonational prominence on the listener's selection of a candidate noun, which might be detectable even before the noun's segmental information was fully processed for word recognition, consistent with previous demonstrations of the very early use of prosodic information in visual world tasks (Dahan et al., 2002; Snedecker & Trueswell, 2003) .
In all experiments in this study, ornaments were sorted by type into the cells of a display grid (e.g., one cell contained all balls, another all angels, etc.). We predicted that fixations to the target ornament cell would be speeded when L + H* on the adjective felicitously marked contrast between two consecutive referents in sequences such as ''Hang the green drum. Now, hang the BLUE drum.'' In contrast, fixations would not be speeded if L + H* expressed contrast in an infelicitous position, e.g., on the object noun instead of the color adjective, as in ''Hang the green drum. Now, hang the blue DRUM''. In such cases, intonation-based anticipation would not be established at the adjective, and despite the prominence on the object noun itself, fixations to the target cell should not be as early as those for the felicitous sequences. Experiment 1 also examined whether felicitous use of contrastive L + H* on the object noun provided a processing advantage to listeners during visual search. We compared sequences such as ''Hang the green drum. Now, hang the green BALL'' to infelicitous use in sequences such as ''Hang the green drum. Now, hang the GREEN ball''. Notice that noun contrast trials differed from adjective contrast trials in that it was possible for the lack of contrastive accent in combination with the repetition of the adjective in the felicitous sequence (green drum fi green BALL) to serve as a cue to upcoming noun contrast even before the occurrence of the contrastive L + H* accent. However, because the visual search was among cells organized by object type, such a cue could only serve to foreshadow contrast and could not allow projection of a particular noun candidate (because there were always multiple green ornaments in the display). Thus, we predict no difference between felicitous and infelicitous noun contrast trials until after the phonemic information of the noun becomes available.
Methods

Participants
Thirty-six native speakers of Midwestern American English were recruited at the Ohio State University. They received partial credit toward a course requirement for their participation.
Design and materials Visual search task. Each participant had four trees to decorate, each from its own grid of ornaments. Grids held 40 to 52 ornaments, and finished decorated trees held a total of 24 (16 target and 8 filler) ornaments. No grid held more than one ornament of a particular type and color combination. Grid layouts were designed to prevent listeners from being able to predict the mention of an upcoming color or ornament type, either by process of elimination as the trials transpired, or by a pattern of repeatedly choosing items of the same name across trees. All colors and all ornament types were mentioned at least once, and no more than three times during the decoration of a single tree.
Real-world objects. Eight target color adjectives (blue, red, green, orange, gold, silver, brown, and grey) were combined with eight target object nouns (ball, drum, angel, bell, stocking, onion, candy, and egg) to construct noun phrases that described the ornaments. Three additional colors (purple, white, and yellow) were used to paint four filler ornament types (snowman, lightbulb, tree, and star) as well as 'dummy' ornaments that were displayed on the grid but remained unmentioned in instructions. Color shades and ornament shapes or sizes of target objects were varied across trees, so that each color adjective and each object noun could refer to a different and novel discourse entity in each tree. Filler ornament types were varied across trees.
Adjective-noun sequences. Within each tree, construction of contrastive trials required four sequences that repeated the object noun, serving as a context where the color adjective should convey contrastive information (e.g., green onion fi orange onion). There were also four sequences that repeated the color adjective, serving as a context where the object noun should convey contrastive information (e.g., brown ball fi brown angel). Across the four trees, each adjective and each noun appeared in these contrastive sequences one to three times, preventing the association of particular colors or objects with specific pragmatic contexts. Infelicitous contrastive sequences were limited to two noun and two adjective contrast trials per tree, to minimize the possibility that listeners might adopt some task-specific strategy or become insensitive to pitch accent information due to its infelicitous use. The design also included four non-contrastive trial types that were used to examine the effect of noun or adjective repetition. These trials are not discussed here for reasons of space (see Ito & Speer, 2006, for discussion) . Appendix A includes the full ornament sequences for the four trees used in Experiment 1.
The instructed visual search task design used here differed from more traditional psycholinguistic experimental designs in several important respects. First, the visual array of objects remained substantially the same across the course of the experiment, changing only 4 times instead of on each new sentence trial (as in Snedecker & Trueswell, 2003) , or each paired sentence trial (as in Dahan et al., 2002) . This allowed us to measure the use of intonational information by participants engaged in a complex naturalistic task-based search, arguably a more natural setting for language use. Second, more traditional designs could be said not to involve search at all, but instead involve mapping names recovered from the speech signal to a circumscribed display of otherwise unrelated or loosely related objects (such as frogs and flowers, or candles and candies). Participants in these tasks have little need to search, readily fixating items based on similarity to the spoken input, and rarely looking at unrelated items. Here, the task and the larger number of items require search, and as such the test of whether spoken language processing can be immediately influenced by simultaneously available visual input is more rigorous. Third, because in our task the real world referents of words were not renewed from trial to trial, and groups of real world objects had the same name, the lexical items used named object categories in the display (i.e., colors and ornaments) as well as single objects. This manipulation was necessary in order for us to examine the contrastive function of L + H* accents in the context of a set. Fourth and finally, the design is not appropriate for the traditional psycholinguistic statistical analysis that considers language items as a random effect, because the necessity for repetition without predictability in the creation of the conditions made it impractical to use the same words in all conditions for reasons of time. Item analyses assume random sampling of items and are used to reduce the probability of TypeI error due to differences between item sets in conditions. They are often used to eliminate the contribution of particular lexical items to sentence processing effects, where factors such as lexical frequency or coherence across a sequence of words may artificially inflate or reduce processing time for a particular item. Here, the task structure introduced items in critical conditions into the discourse structure by visual presence and by mention of their names before they were mentioned as part of a target noun phrase, minimizing the contribution of initial lexical access or coherence to the processing of individual items. Nevertheless, we matched the sets of spoken items for number of syllables and absolute duration within conditions to be critically compared, as these variable have been shown in some studies to have a positive correlation with reaction time, and thus might have influenced time to fixate the target. All words had firstsyllable stress. (Mean number of syllables and duration in critically compared conditions: Felicitous: adjective 1.3, 337 ms; noun 1.5, 449 ms; Infelicitous: adjective 1.3, 332 ms, noun 1.6, 469 ms; Adjective contrast: adjective 1.3, 327 ms; noun 1.6, 457 ms; Noun contrast: adjective 1.3, 343 ms; noun 1.6, 461 ms). When items are matched rather than random, and/or when they are selected from a highly constrained set (such as tree ornament names) use of Fl alone is the correct procedure (See Raaihmakers, Schrijnemakers, & Gremmen, 1999 , for discussion of the conditions under which items analyses are not appropriate). To allay any concerns about the generality of our effects, we rotated adjectives and nouns into different conditions across Experiments 1-3, thus replicating effects across different sets of word items in conditions. Spoken materials. The intonation patterns for the audio instructions were determined based on speech production data from a previous experiment using a comparable holiday tree decoration task (Ito et al., 2003; Ito & Speer, 2006) . In the previous study, naive speakers gave instructions on how to decorate holiday trees to our confederate, who decorated them. Speakers were not instructed as to what to say, but saw a CRT display with two color photographs on each trial. One showed the next ornament to hang, and the other showed a tree marked at the appropriate location with a text tag naming the ornament (e.g., 'green onion'). This unscripted interactive task allowed us to record spontaneous productions of the intonation patterns that participants typically produced for the adjective-noun ornament names. Results showed that both adjectives and nouns were very likely to be accented when they were mentioned for the first time (over 80% of the time). However, while adjectives were accented with similar frequency regardless of whether they had been already mentioned, nouns were less likely to be accented on subsequent mentions (probability of accentuation dropped to .5 when an already-mentioned noun followed the first mention of an adjective). When adjectives appeared in a contrastive context, they were frequently pronounced with L + H* (46% when they were mentioned for the first time, and 50% for subsequent mentions). L + H* on nouns in contrastive contexts was less frequent (19% first mention, 18% already mentioned).
Auditory stimuli for Experiment 1 were constructed on the basis of these patterns from naive speakers. Items contained a pitch accent on both the first and consecutive mentions of both nouns and adjectives. Adjective noun pairs that did not occur in contrastive context were assigned the sequence most typical for such pairs in our production study, H* !H*, where the accent on the noun was 'downstepped' from the preceding adjective's accent. The only exception was when the first mention of a noun followed an already-mentioned adjective, in which case the sequence assigned was H* H* (again, with reference to such sequences in the production study). In contrastive contexts, where an adjective or noun was repeated on the immediately following trial, L + H* was assigned to the contrast word. When a noun was repeated, L + H* on the adjective was followed by no accent on the noun. When an adjective was repeated, it was assigned a H*, and L + H* occurred on the following noun. Table 1 shows the four critical conditions and their associated pitch accent patterns for the instructions used in Experiment 1. (Four additional conditions appeared in the design of the experiment. These conditions tested the effect of initial vs. repeated mention of adjectives and nouns, but did not involve contrast. They are omitted from further discussion here for reasons of space). The crucial comparisons among the four conditions are between the Felicitous and Infelicitous Adjective Contrast trials (Felicitous Adj Contrast vs. Infelicitous Adj Contrast) and between the Felicitous and Infelicitous Noun Contrast trials (Felicitous N Contrast vs. Infelicitous N Contrast). Felicitous and Infelicitous Adj Contrast conditions appeared in ''contrast-oncolor'' discourse context, where the words describing the sequence of objects specified a new color for a subsequent object of the same type (e.g., green drum fi blue drum). Felicitous and Infelicitous N Contrast conditions appeared in ''contrast-on-object'' discourse context, where the words describing the sequence of objects specified the same color for a subsequent object of a different type (e.g., blue onion fi blue drum). Each tree had two trials in each of the four critical contrast conditions.
Instructions were recorded at 22.05 KHz, 16 bit resolution (using SoundEdit 16, Version II, Macromedia) by a trained female phonetician who could maintain a consistent overall pitch range and intonation pattern across items within each condition. The F 0 values were calculated with a 10 ms window using an autocorrelation algorithm (Boersma, 1993) in Praat (Version 4.2.17: Boersma & Weenick, 1992 -2004 . To validate the accentual patterns present in the stimuli, two independent ToBI transcribers annotated the target instructions in a randomized order. Instructions were re-recorded until both transcribers gave independent annotations indicating that the target adjective and the noun carried the intended intonational patterns. Fig. 1 shows example ToBI transcriptions of the utterances used for the Felicitous and Infelicitous Adj Contrast conditions. Our ToBI annotators used the pitch accent categories H* and L + H* as specified in the guide to ToBI labeling (Beckman & Ayers, 1997) . However, we acknowledge that some scholars consider the phonological distinction between H* and L + H* to be continuous rather than categorical. Contradictory results have been found for these accents in comparisons of perceptual rating, classic auditory identification and discrimination tasks (e.g., Bartels & Kingston, 1994; Ladd & Morton, 1997) . In Ladd & Morton (1997) , listeners rated the degree of emphasis for a set of sentence stimuli (e.g., He's Iranian) created by modifying the F 0 peak range with step sizes 6, 8, l0, and 16 Hz. Emphasis judgment ratings showed a gradual increase with increasing F 0 augmentation, suggesting continuous perception. However, forced-choice identification between ''everyday occurrence'' and ''unusual experience'' interpretations of stimuli from the same continua showed the classic S-shape response curve, with a sharp increase for the ''unusual experience'' response in the mid F 0 range, suggesting a categorical boundary between normal and emphatic accents. Results of a same/different discrimination task using paired stimuli from the same series failed to show a peak for the correct ''different'' responses in the F 0 mid range, which would have indicated a boundary between the two categories. Ladd and Morton argued that these results suggest that pitch range changes are categorically interpreted, though they may not be categorically perceived (Ladd & Morton, 1997, p. 339) . Although further research is needed to determine whether there is a 'true' categorical boundary between H* and L + H* (like the one between phonemes /p/ and /b/), these results do clearly indicate that pitch accent height has a substantial impact on the interpretation of spoken emphasis, with listeners interpreting accents with relatively higher F 0 as more emphatic. In the experiments presented here, we distinguished H* from L + H* on the basis of maximum F 0 in the accented syllable and auditory discrimination by ToBI annotators, choosing unambiguous tokens for use as stimuli in the two categories. The ToBI-annotated materials for Experiment 1 were submitted to phonetic analysis. Duration values were obtained for the verb, the article the, the adjective, and the noun. For accented items, peak F 0 values were measured for H tones. Table 2 shows the mean duration and F 0 values of the target stimuli. Note that words with L + H* clearly differentiated with higher F 0 peaks and longer duration as compared to words with H*.
Procedure
Participants were seated in front of an ornament grid supported by a drafting table with a surface incline of 35 degrees. A small holiday tree was located to the left side of the table on a rotating stand. Location and timing of eye movements were monitored with an ASL E5000 head mounted eyetracker with eye-head integration. Eye position was calibrated initially and whenever needed to prevent track loss throughout the experiment. Participants wore light plastic headgear supporting a 60 Hz eye-camera and a small magnetic receiver, which signaled head position to the system. A 60 Hz stationary scene camera was mounted on the ceiling behind the participant, providing a view of the ornament grid. The experimenter sat behind the drafting table, operating a laptop computer running E-prime, Version 1.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Individual trial onsets were initiated by the experimenter via a button box connected to the laptop. The onset and offset of eye position data collection was synchronized with the onset and offset of the critical auditory phrases in each instruction by an E-prime command sequence that played the sound and initiated data recording via a serial connection to the ASL Control Unit. Participants were told that for each trial, they would listen to an instruction, pick the specified ornament from the grid, hang it on the tree at the instructed location, and then face back to the board and say ''O.K.'' so that the experimenter could play the next instruction. Instructions were played through a set of speakers placed on the experimenter's desk, facing the participant. The layout of experimental scene is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Each of the four experimental grids had 11 cells, each containing 3-5 ornaments. For each tree, the 16 critical target ornaments (2 in each condition) were placed in the 8 cells surrounding the center cell. Filler ornament sets occupied the center cell and two cells located on the far left and right sides of the grid. Throughout the trials, at least one ornament remained in each grid cell, so that the predictability of color and ornament terms did not change over the course of tree decoration. Fig. 3 shows a photograph of a complete grid at the beginning of a tree sequence.
Results and discussion
Three participants requested that one instruction be replayed, when they did not remember the direction of decoration (e.g., ''Moving to the right,''). Since they all fixated the correct cell before reaching the target ornament during the first presentation of instruction, eye movement data during the replay were discarded. Two more trials were discarded from two other participants because the target ornament was missing from the grid due to experimenter error. Across the critical conditions, there was only one missing trial (Infelicitous Adj Contrast Condition: 1/288 observations missing).
Saccades and fixations to target cells were automatically generated using ASL E5000 software. give the number of fixations to the target cell divided by the number of possible fixations (36 participants · 8 trials per condition, 288). The fixation proportions are shown aligned from the onset of the object noun, displaying the fixations during the prenominal adjectives with negative time values. This alignment strategy was adopted for two reasons. First, the object noun was the critical word that singled out the referent to be mapped onto the real world object. Thus, aligning fixation proportions from the onset of the noun allows direct comparison of eye movement timing between our data and those of previous studies such as Allopen- (2002) . Second, backward alignment of the data allows the examination of the anticipatory effect of accent toward the end of adjective without risking the loss of data. (Note that double-alignment of data at the onset of adjective and again at the onset of the noun using the average duration of words (as in Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003) would ignore data available from the final portions of words that had longer-than-average durations.) In Fig. 4 It is important to note that an alternative method to calculate fixation proportion has been proposed to normalize the durational differences across spoken items (Altmann and Kamide, 2004) . According to this method, fixation proportion signifies how often subject fixated the target during each word. This strategy has been adopted by other researchers to analyze the time course of referential resolution in the presence of syntactic ambiguity (Engelhardt et al., 2006) . Although this method is appropriate to examine at which word the effect of sentence context or syntactic structure appears during sentence processing, it does not allow detection of the point within the critical word where the effect of prosodic cue on word recognition starts appearing. Since it is of our particular interest to identify the point where the effect of contrastive accent appears within the noun phrase, we calculated fixation proportions for each time point from the onset of the noun.
In order to examine the time course of prosodic effects on visual search, mean arcsine transformed fixation proportions for each 300 ms window before and after the onset of the noun were submitted to five (2 backward and 3 forward time windows) 2 (discourse contrast) · 2 (L + H* accent location) repeated measures ANOVAs. This size of time widow was chosen to examine (1) whether the effect of accentual manipulation for the adjective appears during the adjective itself, and (2) whether the accentual manipulation for the adjective affects the fixation patterns before the segmental information of the noun is used for launching the eyes. Here, we assume that saccade planning in a visual search task with a field as complex as our experiment would require 200-300 ms after initial segmental processing (Viviani, 1990) . Table 3 summarizes the results of critical pairwise comparisons. The relevant confidence intervals were calculated with the means by participants. Item analyses are not provided (see discussion in Experiment 1 method section above). Fig. 4 shows the effect of felicitous L + H* on the prenominal adjective for Felicitous and Infelicitous Adjective Contrast conditions where the ornament type was immediately repeated and thus the color adjective conveyed contrastive information (e.g., green drum fi blue drum). The data show more early fixations to the target cells when L + H* felicitously marked the adjective (BLUE drum), expressing its contrastive status, than when L + H* was infelicitously placed on the object noun (blue DRUM). Note that the fixation proportion rises from the beginning of the noun in both conditions. However, the initial rise is clearly steeper in the Felicitous Adjective Contrast condition [L + H* no-accent] than the Infelicitous Adjective Contrast condition [H* L + H*]. The two lines diverge at around 100 ms into the noun, with no overlap until after 650 ms. We assume that planning and execution of a saccade requires at least 150-200 ms for simple visual search (Fischer, 1992; Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993; Saslow, 1967) , and, as we have mentioned, the visual search involved in our task is likely to be more complex. Thus, the early more frequent fixations to the target cell in Felicitous Adjective Contrast condition could not have been driven solely by the phoneme-based recognition of the object noun. Instead, we claim that fixation to the target cell was facilitated by the preceding adjective's contrastive accent, which restricted the candidates for the upcoming referent of the noun to the set of ornaments that were the same type as those in the previous trial.
One concern for this interpretation of our results, however, is that the adjectives with felicitous L + H* were on average 40 ms longer than those with infelicitous H*s. Thus the accentual prominence may have simply provided a durational advantage, with longer adjectives serving as additional opportunities for planning saccades to the target. In order to eliminate this possibility, we examined the correlation between adjective duration and the first fixation latencies from the onset of the noun in each condition finding no significant relationship (r = À.165; .004; .149; .154 for Felicitous Adjective Contrast, Infelicitous Adjective Contrast, Felicitous Noun Contrast, and Infelicitous Noun Contrast, respectively). Therefore, chances are slim that participants took advantage of longer adjective durations to plan saccades to the target cells. Fig. 4 also compares Felicitous and Infelicitous Noun Contrast conditions, where the color adjective was immediately repeated (in contrast-on-object discourse context). Unlike the above comparison in contrast-onadjective context, there is no clear early advantage for the felicitous condition, where the adjective carried a H* accent and L + H* properly marked the contrastive status on the noun. In fact, fixation proportion data showed numerically more fixations on the target in the infelicitous [L + H* no-acc] rather than the felicitous [H* L + H*] condition up to about 400 ms (this early difference did not reach significance, mean difference .034 in the 0-300 ms window, 95%CI = .075) 1 . Instead, the effect of felicitous L + H* in the contrast-on-object context appeared much later, in the 600-900 ms window, where fixation proportions were significantly higher for felicitous than infelicitous accents. This indicates that felicitous use of L + H* on the noun evoked contrast, and eventually led to more frequent fixations to the target. It is important to note that the shapes of the rising functions are remarkably different between Adjective Contrast conditions and Noun Contrast conditions in Fig. 4 . As we mentioned above, the two functions in Adjective Contrast context start rising sharply immediately after the onset of the noun, whereas both functions in Noun Contrast context show a relatively shallow initial slope. The timing of rise in fixations in the Noun Contrast context is comparable to the results in Allopenna et al. (1988) and Dahan et al. (2002) , where participants started fixating objects 200-300 ms after the onset of the nouns. (The mean difference scores during the object noun for Adjective Contrast vs. Noun Contrast trials were .174, 99%CI = .100 for the 0-300 ms window, .371, 99%CI = .116 for the 300-600 ms window, and .382, 99%CI = .142 for the 600-900 ms window.) This difference indicates that, regardless of the pitch accent on the adjective, participants began fixating the target cells much earlier when they heard a repeated 1 One anonymous reviewer requested an analysis targeting the region that contains the numerical advantage for the infelicitous accentual pattern. The current analysis windows from 1 to 300 and 300-600 ms divide the region of numerical advantage, such that from 1 to 300 it is paired with a region where no effect is present, and from 300 to 600 ms it is paired with a region that contains a disadvantage for the infelicitous pattern. A targeted analysis showed no significant differences for data in the time window from 160 to 420 ms, the region of the numerical advantage. The back-transformed mean fixation proportions were .187 (infelicitous) and .137 (felicitous), with a mean difference of .05, and a 95% confidence interval of .089 (F = 1.305). The results of Experiment 1 demonstrated that felicitous use of L + H* led to early fixations to the target cells, but only when it marked contrastive status on the color adjective, and not when it was used to express the contrast on the noun. The advantage for targets with felicitous L + H* on the prenominal adjective was observed very early, during the pronunciation of the noun. Fixation proportions in both of the Adjective Contrast conditions increased sharply from noun onset, suggesting that participants were actively searching for the target ornament before they had recognized the object noun-that is, on the basis of information from the adjective. Note that in Dahan et al.'s Experiment 1, fixation proportions began to increase approximately 300 ms after the onset of the target word, even when it was repeated from the previous command (e.g., candle fi candle). Based on the assumption about the time requirement for complex visual search tasks (Viviani, 1990) , Dahan et al. argue that fixation data begin to reflect the processing of a word about 200-300 ms after its onset. In the present results, however, fixations to the target cells increased from the beginning of the noun even in the Infelicitous Adjective Contrast condition with [H* L + H*] pattern, indicating that listeners returned their gaze to the most recently mentioned ornament cell upon hearing the repeated noun even in the absence of contrastive accent on the preceding color adjective. We interpret the immediate rise in fixations to the target in Adjective Contrast context as the effect of repetition, and tentatively argue that listeners did not need 300 ms to process the repeated word and program their saccades accordingly. Thus, the relatively early rise in fixation proportions in the Felicitous Adjective Contrast condition demonstrates a combined advantage of repetition and the preceding contrastive accent. We attribute the lack of such repetition effect in Dahan et al. (2002) to the overt presence of an unmentioned cohort competitor that drew participants' attention even before they heard the target instruction.
Unlike to the Adjective Contrast conditions, the fixation proportions in the two Noun Contrast conditions did not increase immediately after the onset of the target noun. Instead, fixations to the target cells started to rise at around 300 ms in both felicitous and infelicitous trials when the color was immediately repeated. Based on the assumptions above about the timing of saccade planning and execution for non-repeated objects, we interpret these late increases in fixation as the result of processing the segmental and intonational information in the object nouns. The lack of anticipatory fixations in the Noun Contrast conditions indicates that participants did not plan saccades to the target until they heard the object nouns. We suspect that this difference in the ease of anticipation comes from the way the search task environment was structured. The ornaments were sorted by object types on the grid, and there was no duplication of ornaments (i.e., the same object in the same color) in any cell. Thus repeated noun information provided clear information about the location of the target, while repeated color information did not. In addition, we found no evidence that the combination of repeated color term and lack of a contrastive accent presaged an upcoming contrast on the object noun. In sum, the intonational cues of prenominal adjective did not promptly facilitate eye movements when participants needed to wait for the object noun in order to plan a saccade.
We also note that slightly earlier fixations would be predicted for the condition with L + H* on the noun, if felicitous L + H* unconditionally facilitated lexical access. The present data instead suggest that the accentual prominence itself does not trigger earlier outset of word recognition. The timing of fixation rise indicates that felicitous contrastive accent facilitated word recognition once enough segmental information was available. Therefore, participants seem to have selectively tuned to and made use of intonational cues that were informative to performance of the search task in the given environment.
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrated the robust effect of intonational cues that could facilitate anticipatory eye movements. However, a problem remains with the interpretation of data since the felicitous uses of L + H* were always compared against the infelicitous use of L + H*. Because contrastive prominence on an immediately repeated word sounds odd in the absence of unusual discourse context, it is possible that the differences shown in Experiment 1 are due to a delay in the processing of informational status of the word marked with infelicitous L + H*. We designed Experiment 2 to eliminate this possibility and confirm the facilitative effect of felicitous L + H* during the visual search. In addition, we reasoned that if the presence of an L + H* accent on the adjective was the source of an expectation of contrast, and thus could lead listeners to anticipate the immediate repetition of the noun target, L + H* accents should also function to mislead listeners in a case where the upcoming noun is not a repetition. Experiment 2 was designed to include such misleading trials.
Experiment 2 was conducted to confirm and explore the primary findings from Experiment 1. First, we addressed whether the early fixations to target objects in the felicitous adjective contrast condition were genuinely due to the anticipatory use of L + H* on the contrasting color adjective. In Experiment 1, we compared felicitous to infelicitous pitch accent sequences for adjective contrast trials (e.g. blue ball fi GREEN ball vs. blue ball fi green BALL), leaving open the possibility that differences were due to processing difficulty caused by the presence of an infelicitous L + H* on the target noun. In the current experiment, we compare felicitous adjective contrast to simple absence of a contrastive accent. In the new neutral condition for comparison, the adjective carried a H*, and the following noun a downstepped !H* (e.g., blue ball fi GREEN ball vs. blue ball fi green ball), which was the most frequent accent sequence for adjective noun pairs in noncontrastive sequences in our previous production study (Ito et al., 2003) . Thus any differences between these conditions should be attributable to the presence or absence of a felicitous L + H*. Second, we more rigorously test our contention that L + H* on a color adjective evokes a set of alternatives, increasing listeners' expectations that the most recently mentioned target noun will be repeated in the current utterance. If this is so, not only should a L + H* on a color adjective provide an advantage when the just-mentioned noun is repeated, but it should also mislead listeners to fixate on the previously mentioned object cell when the following noun is not repeated (as in the sequence, red angel fi BLUE drum). Thus, when the color adjective carries L + H* in a sequence where the object is not repeated, initial fixations should be to the (incorrect) cell of the preceding object (e.g., angel), with correct target cell fixated later, based on the noun information. If the contrastive accent on the adjective really guides anticipatory selection of the target noun, we should observe a very early increase of fixations to the justmentioned object cell triggered by L + H* on the adjective, regardless of the segmental information that identifies the following noun. As a result of accentual misguidance (a pitch accent-based 'garden path' effect), we predict that fixations to the real target object cell should be distinctly delayed.
Methods
Participants
Thirty-six native speakers of American English were recruited at the Ohio State University. None of them participated in Experiment 1. They received partial credit toward a course requirement for their participation.
Materials
Ornaments were identical to those used in Experiment 1, but different adjective noun combinations were created for use in the conditions of Experiment 2. There were four trees to be decorated, each with 26 ornaments (16 targets and 10 fillers), and two trials in each of the four critical conditions shown in Table  4 . Again, each color and each object was mentioned at least once, but no more than three times in each tree.
Comparison of the Felicitous and Neutral Adjective Contrast conditions allowed us to test whether the effect of felicitous L + H* is facilitative. In the Felicitous and Infelicitous No Contrast conditions, comparison of early eye movements to the target noun cell with those to the cell mentioned on the immediately preceding trial allowed us to test for 'garden-path' effects of infelicitous L + H*. Critical conditions were again balanced for absolute word duration and number of syllables in adjectives and nouns. All words had first-syllable stress. (Mean number of syllables and duration in critically compared conditions: Felicitous: adjective 1.2, 327 ms; noun 1.5, 472 ms; Infelicitous: adjective 1.5, 341 ms; noun 1.6, 483 ms; Adjective contrast: adjective 1.2, 334 ms; noun 1.6, 479 ms; No contrast: adjective 1.5, 335 ms; noun 1.6, 476 ms). As Table 4 shows, we constructed No Contrast conditions so that although neither the adjective nor the noun was immediately repeated from the previous trial, both of these words had been recently used in the instructions sequence, and thus were repeated word mentions. This was done to neutralize any effect that previous mention of the words, or previous fixation of the relevant ornament cell might have on fixations in these conditions. The same female speaker recorded auditory stimuli with the identical recording settings. Stimuli were rerecorded until the same two ToBI annotators independently confirmed that they bore the intended intonational patterns. Table 5 shows the mean duration of the verb, the article the, the color adjective and the object noun, and the mean peak F 0 values of the adjectives and nouns of the target instructions used in Experiment 2.
The eye-tracking procedure in Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1. Four grids of ornaments were used to decorate four trees, and participants were given the same instructions for the task and the same practice trials. The only differences between Experiments 1 and 2 were the order of decoration, the distribution of adjectives and nouns into item pairs in conditions, and the intonational patterns of the instructions. Note, adjective-noun pairs in Experiment 2 were assigned to different conditions than they were in Experiment 1. Thus a comparison examination of like conditions that occur in both experiments (specifically, felicitous and infelicitous L + H* no accent trials) provides a test of whether the effects in these conditions generalize across different sets of items.
Results and discussion
Due to experimenter error in the sequencing of trials on one of the trees, we had to eliminate one trial in the Infelicitous Adjective Contrast condition from every participant's data (Neutral Adj Contrast Condition: 36/ 288 observations missing). Fig. 5 shows the proportions of fixations to the target cells averaged across participants for the four critical conditions, aligned from the onset of the noun in the same manner as in Fig. 4 . Again, these functions show fixation initiation times calculated from saccade onset, and proportions give the number of fixations to target divided by the number of possible fixations during each 17 ms camera cycle (36 Ps · 8 trials per condition = 288, except for Infelicitous Adjective Contrast condition = 252). Statistical analyses consisted of 2 (discourse contrast) · 2 (accent type) repeated measures ANOVAs conducted on arcsine transformed fixation proportions for each 300 ms time window. Table 6 summarizes the results of critical comparisons. The floating bars in Fig. 5 indicate the relevant confidence intervals for the time regions where the mean differences reached statistical significance in the top two comparisons in Table 6 . Values of the confidence intervals presented were backtransformed from arcsine-transformed proportions. Fig. 5 compares the Felicitous and Infelicitous Adjective Contrast conditions, where the same ornament name was immediately repeated to create contrastive status for the color adjective (compare to Fig. 4 , Experiment 1). As in Experiment 1, the fixation proportions for both conditions begin to increase from the onset of the target noun, but more sharply in the condition where L + H* felicitously marked the contrastive status of the color adjective than in the neutral condition with H*. The functions diverge very early, within 100 ms of noun onset, and the fixation proportion reaches its peak much earlier in the felicitous condition with L + H*. This pattern of results confirms that the felicitous use of L + H* facilitated visual search by prompting anticipatory identification of the target referent on the basis of information from the adjective. Note that mean word duration for the color adjective was comparable between L + H* and H* in Experiment 2. In fact, the adjectives with L + H* in Felicitous Adjective Contrast condition had numerically shorter average duration than the adjectives with H* in Neutral Adjective Condition (Table 5 ; vertical reference lines in Fig. 5 ). Therefore, it is unlikely that the durational differences in the adjectives led the earlier more frequent fixations to the target in the Felicitous Adjective Contrast condition. Correlation analysis confirmed no reliable relation between adjective duration and the first fixation latencies in all four critical conditions (r = .105; .164; À.235; À.073 for Felicitous Adjective Contrast, Neutral Adjective Contrast, Felicitous Both Already, and Infelicitous Both Already, respectively.) Figs. 6 and 7 compare fixation proportions within the two No Contrast conditions in order to examine the hypothesis that the presence of a L + H* contrastive accent on the color adjective prompted listeners to actively search for a target object that contrasts in color with the target from the immediately preceding trial. Fixation proportions were averaged across participants for the mentioned target noun and the previous, i.e., incorrect target noun in the infelicitous [L + H* no accent] (Fig. 6 ) and felicitous [H* !H*] conditions (Fig. 7) , both aligned from the onset of the noun. Table  7 summarizes the results of comparisons of mean fixation proportions between the target and the incorrect target for the two conditions. The floating bars in Fig. 6 and 7 indicate the confidence intervals for the regions where the mean differences reached statistical significance shown in Table 7 . Fig. 6 shows fixations to the target ornament cell vs. the immediately preceding ornament cell for instructions with L + H* infelicitously produced on a color adjective that modified a non-repeated object (e.g. red angel fi BLUE drum). The data show a clear increase in incorrect fixations to the immediately preceding target due to the presence of the infelicitous L + H*. Notice that the increase in incorrect fixations began before the onset of the noun and peaked before the noun ended, approximately 250 ms after its onset. This serves as incontestable evidence for the anticipatory effect of contrastive L + H* on the prenominal adjective. The early fixations to the incorrect target (e.g., angel) appeared before the object noun could have been recognized, and they continued to increase even after segmental information from the noun might have been used to guide fixations to the correct target cell. The fact that the increase in fixations to the correct target cell was delayed until after 300 ms into the noun suggests that processing was considerably disrupted by the conflict between the anticipated referent and the incoming noun.
In contrast, Fig. 7 shows no such increase in looks to the immediately preceding target when the same no contrast sequence was produced with a felicitous [H* !H*], dispelling any concern that participants may have used a general strategy of looking back to the most recent cell. The figure instead shows that participants rarely fixated the previous target throughout the felicitously produced target noun phrase.
The results of Experiment 2 confirmed the anticipatory effect of L + H* on the contrastive adjective and demonstrated that this effect was facilitative in nature. That is, listeners planned and executed saccades to the just-mentioned ornament cells earlier when the color adjective carried contrastive prominence L + H* than when it was heard with the less prominent accent H*. In addition, even an infelicitous L + H* on the adjective led to strong anticipation, yielding an increase in incorrect fixations to the immediately preceding target ornament cell. The timing of the incorrect fixations indicates that listeners planned and executed saccades immediately upon hearing contrastively accented adjectives. It is important to note that these results do not simply confirm the incremental processing of intonational cues shown by Dahan et al. (2002) , but also demonstrate how accentual cues interact with the grammatical roles of words to anticipate upcoming input. In both Experiment 1 and 2, fixation patterns showed that listeners quickly integrated the modifier role of the color adjective with its accentual prominence L + H*, assigning contrastive discourse status to the color adjective against the preceding ornament's color, and simultaneously constraining the candidate referent for the upcoming noun to be the same ornament type as the immediately preceding trial. This integration took place rapidly enough to show an increase in fixations to the target from the onset of the noun, indicating that ballistic saccades were planned and executed based solely on the adjectives' grammatical role and their intonational information. The robustness of this anticipatory effect was demonstrated with the infelicitous L + H* combined with non-repeated objects, which acted like a false alarm to automatically trigger garden path eye movements to the incorrect cells.
Although Experiment 1 and 2 confirmed the anticipatory effect of L + H* within a noun phrase, such an effect may have a limit in its scope. Both Dahan et al. 
Experiment 3
In the tree decoration task used in Experiments 1 and 2, each audio instruction started either with a phrase that specified the direction of decoration such as ''On the right'' and ''To its left'', or with other discourse markers that smoothed the transition between trials such as ''And now,'' ''Next'' and ''Finally.'' As mentioned earlier, Dahan et al.'s instructions always contained ''Now'' sentence-initially. Such discourse markers (DMs) establish relations between the statements they introduce and the previous utterances, and thus their accentual patterns may affect the process of updating the discourse status of already-mentioned referents and assigning discourse status to upcoming referents.
Using the same tree decoration task, Experiment 3 investigated whether L + H* on the temporal adverbial DMs And next, And then, and After that evokes a contrastive interpretation of the upcoming instruction. During a natural discourse or narrative, such DMs signal temporal continuity between the previously described events and those about to be described. Although the speaker may make spontaneous decisions about what to emphasize in the upcoming utterance, the listener may develop an expectation about the focus of upcoming message according to what has been emphasized in the previous utterance and how the DM introduces the next event. Within the task environment of the present study where the action itself is repetitive (i.e., hanging a series of ornaments on the tree), the primary focus of each instruction utterance is the noun phrase that names the target ornament. Thus, the contrastive accent on a DM in a repetitive command ''And THEN, hang the. . .'' might cue an upcoming contrast between the preceding ornament and the next one. Indeed, we noted an intriguing difference in the timing of effects between Experiments 1 and 2 in Dahan et al. (2002) that may be partly due to a difference in accent patterns on the DM. Although DM accent patterns were not strictly controlled or compared in these studies, the majority of trials in the Experiment 1 deaccented conditions contained a L + H* accent on the word 'Now,' while in Experiment 2, 'Now' never carried a L + H*. Overall, looks to the preferred object in their Experiment 1 occurred very early, with significant differences at the onset of the target word, while comparable effects in Experiment 2 were not established until approximately 200 ms after the target word onset. Although this difference is anecdotal, it is possible that the DM L + H* might have contributed to the very early differences found in Dahan et al.'s Experiment 1. In addition, the results of our own Experiment 1 suggest that listeners may be differentially sensitive to accentual cues, depending on their usefulness in a given task environment, such as that for visual search. Comparison of contrast-on-color vs. contrast-on-object trials showed early use of the contrastive L + H* information on color adjectives to guide a search of ornaments sorted by type. However, when the color was repeated and thus the listener had to wait for the noun information to identify the referent, the accentual pattern of the adjective did not have an immediate impact on eye movements. This may indicate that the listeners established very selective use of intonational cues, attending more to those cues most relevant for their particular visual search task. This leaves open the possibility that environment-based strategic tuning to the adjective accent yielded the anticipatory early fixations to the target in Experiment 1 and 2 and the robust 'garden-path' eye movements to the incorrect target due to the contrastive accent in the non-contrastive context in Experiment 2. If the participants were strategically tuning to the color contrast in the present task environment, a contrastive L + H* on a DM may also be interpreted as the signal to a contrast on the color rather than on the object type, and this selective interpretation of the accent may trigger anticipatory fixations to the immediately preceding ornament cell. In other words, the task environment may restrict the domain of contrast signaled by L + H* on a DM, and this contrastive accent at the beginning of utterance may lead to anticipatory eye movement even before the noun phrase information is available. The absence of such anticipatory eye movement would eliminate the possibility that the effect of contrastive accent on the adjective reported in Experiment 1 and 2 were the product of environment-specific attention tuning.
In Experiment 3, DMs had either [L + H* LÀH%] or [H* LÀH%] intonation on the adverb (e.g., And NEXT vs. And next). Table 8 shows the four critical conditions and their accentual patterns. The two accentual patterns were crossed with two accentual patterns on target ornament phrases. Either the ornament was mentioned with a [L + H* no-accent] pattern in a contrast-on-color sequence (e.g., blue drum fi GREEN drum), or both the adjective and the noun had already been mentioned and appeared again in a non-contrastive sequence, produced with [H* !H*] (e.g., orange candy fi green drum). Thus, DM accentual patterns were either matched or mismatched with the discourse status and intonational marking of the target ornament. In one of the two matched conditions, both the DM and the color adjective had L + H* (''First, hang the blue drum'' fi ''And THEN, hang the GREEN drum)'', whereas in the other, neither the DM nor the adjective had contrastive L + H* (''First, hang the orange candy'' fi ''And then, hang the green drum''). In the two mismatched conditions, only the DM or the adjective had L + H* ''(First, hang the orange candy'' fi ''And THEN, hang the green drum''; ''First, hang the blue drum''fi ''And then, hang the GREEN drum''). If L + H* on a DM is sufficient to evoke a contrastive interpretation of the upcoming referent's color, then early fixations to the just-mentioned ornament cell should be observed even before listeners hear the target ornament phrase. On the contrary, if L + H* on a DM is not a strong enough cue to lead to such anticipation, yet plays some role in assigning the contrastive status to the current utterance, its accentual relevance may be evaluated against the informational status of the target ornament NP.
Methods
Participants
Thirty-six native speakers of American English were recruited at the Ohio State University. None of them participated in the previous two experiments. They received partial credit toward a course requirement for their participation.
Design and materials
The same set of ornaments as those in Experiment 1 and 2 were used in Experiment 3, with adjective-noun pairs assigned to conditions in a pattern different from that used in the previous experiments. Each participant decorated four trees, which had 26 ornaments each (16 targets and 10 fillers). Each tree had two trials in each of the four conditions shown in Table 8 . Each color and each object was mentioned at least once, but no more than three times in each tree. Conditions were balanced for duration and number of syllables in adjectives and nouns. Duration was balanced for adjective accent conditions, but this was not possible for nouns, as unaccented nouns are unavoidably shorter than accented nouns, even in sentence-final positions. All words had first-syllable stress. (Mean number of syllables and duration in accent conditions: L + H* adjectives: 1.2, 324 ms, H* adjectives: 1.3, 329 ms. !H*nouns: 3.3, 519 ms, Unaccented nouns: 3, 465 ms.) In Experiment 3, the critical comparisons were among the matched and mismatched accentual patterns when the color adjective was contrastive (Matched Both vs. Mismatched Adj), and when there was no immediate contrast (Matched Neither vs. Mismatched DM). Each of the three discourse markers ''And next,'' ''And then,'' and ''After that'' appeared two to three times in each of the four conditions across the four trees. These discourse markers were produced with either L + H* or H* on the adverb, followed by a LÀH% phrasal-boundary tone combination. The discourse markers of the other eight trials on each tree were varied according to the status of each instruction such that they conveyed natural local discourse contexts (e.g., ''At the top'', ''Starting on the right, ''Moving to the left'', ''Following that'', etc.). The accentual patterns of those DMs were either [H* HÀL%] or [L + H* HÀL%]. Four of the ten filler instructions had one each of the four accentual patterns of the critical conditions, while the remaining six instructions had [H* HÀH%] for their DMs. These accentual patterns were selected based on the filler items in Experiments 1 and 2, so that the variation in the DMs and their accentual patterns were comparable across experiments.
The same female speaker produced the instructions for Experiment 3 with the identical recording setting as in Experiments 1 and 2. The instructions were rerecorded until the same two independent ToBI annotators confirmed the accentual patterns were produced as intended. The intervals between the offset of the DM and the onset of verb were manually edited to fall between 300 and 350 ms (mean 339 ms, stdev 26 ms). The mean duration and the F 0 peak value of the last word of the discourse marker, the color adjective and the object noun are shown in Table 9 .
Procedure
The eye-tracking procedure in Experiment 3 was identical to that of Experiments 1 and 2. Four grids of ornaments were used to decorate four trees, and participants were given the same instructions for the task and the same practice trials. The only differences between Experiment 3 and the preceding two experiments were the distribution of items across conditions, the order of decoration and the intonational patterns of the instructions.
Results and discussion
Results revealed no immediate anticipatory effect of L + H* on the DM itself. Fig. 8 shows the proportions of fixations to the target cells averaged across participants for the four critical conditions, aligned from noun onset. Fixations between the DM and the noun onset are shown with negative time values and vertical lines indicate the mean duration of each word in the instruction as well as the duration of the pause following the DM. The fixation proportion functions before noun onset give no indication of anticipatory eye movements due to contrastive accent on the DM. In all four conditions, participants rarely fixated the target cell before the noun onset. Repeated measures ANOVAs on arcsine transformed proportions showed no effect of DM accent in the six 300 ms windows before the noun onset (the only window of F > 1 was À1200 to À150 ms: F = 1.681, p = 2). The absence of fixations to the target before the noun in the Matched Both trials (e.g., ''And NEXT, hang the GREEN drum'') suggests that a L + H* on a DM did not trigger the anticipation of upcoming color contrast.
In order to confirm this null effect of DM contrastive accent, fixations to the target cell were compared with the fixations to the incorrect target cells (i.e., the preceding trial's target) in the Mismatched DM trials (orange candy fi ''And NEXT, hang the green drum''; incorrect target = candy) If a L + H* on the DM acted as & false-alarm in a way similar to the infelicitous L + H* on the adjective in the non-contrastive trials of Experiment 2, a similar increase in fixations to the incorrect target would be observed before the noun phrase. However, as shown in Fig. 9 , the contrastive accent on the DM triggered no garden-path eye movement before the listeners fixated correct target as the noun information became available. In fact, participants rarely looked at the previous target throughout these trials. Instead, fixations to the correct target began after the noun increased steadily afterwards. (The results of means comparisons are given in Table 10 .) Therefore, it is very unlikely that the participants developed the strategy of using a selective interpretation of L + H* to perform the visual search task in the present experiment. Although L + H* on the DM did not lead the anticipatory eye movement to the immediately preceding ornament cell, the presence of L + H* may have played some role in foreshadowing the contrast status of upcoming referent. This effect appeared in the much later time region for the comparison between the Matched Both and the Mismatched Adjective trials, and can be seen in Fig. 8 . Note that in both conditions where the contrast-on-color was expressed by L + H* on the adjective, the fixation proportions increased sharply right after the onset of the noun, replicating the patterns for Felicitous Adjective Contrast trials in Experiment 1 and 2. This immediate increase in fixation proportions from the beginning of the noun again indicates that the saccades to the target were planned during the preceding adjective carrying a contrastive L + H*. While the fixation proportions continue to rise until about 700-800 ms after the noun onset in both conditions, a remarkable difference appears as the fixation proportion function declines. As compared to the plateau above .8 line in the Mismatch Adj condition, fixation proportions in the Matched Both condition start dropping sharply after about 1000 ms from the noun onset. This rapid declination in Matched Both trials indicates that the participants' eyes left the target cell quickly after they identified the correct ornament, and this departure was facilitated when the accentual pattern of DM had signaled a contrast than when it had not. Assuming that the decrease in fixations indicates an attention shift from the target cell, we speculate the role of L + H* on the DM as follows. First, contrastive accent on the DM may have prompted a contrast between the preceding and the upcoming referent without restricting the interpretation to the color contrast. Then the L + H* on the color adjective triggered the anticipatory selection of upcoming referent, which initiated the increase in fixations to the previously mentioned target cell. When the contrastive status of the referent was confirmed with the noun information, participants could initiate the action to reach for the ornaments on the board. At the same time, they may have started shifting attention to the tree where they had to place the ornament. We suspect that the presence of early contrastive accent on the DM may have facilitated the confirmation of the contrastive status of the referent, and thus speeded the attention shift.
Posthoc means comparisons were conducted between critical conditions in the time windows beginning at À300 ms. Mean fixation proportions in the Mismatched Adj condition were significantly higher than those for the Matched Both conditions in the 0-300 ms window as shown in Table 11 . This result was unexpected, but it is unlikely that the narrow gap between the initial rise in these two functions indicates a genuine difference in processing ease due to the accentual property of DM. Instead, we view the sharp rises in the two functions together as the demonstration of a ceiling on the anticipatory effect of contrastive accent on the adjective. Interestingly, we found an early and continuing series of significant advantages for the Mismatched DM condition over the Matched Neither condition in À300-0, 0-300, and 300-600 ms windows (see Table  11 ). The Mismatched DM condition (e.g., ''Hang the orange candy. And NEXT, hang the green drum''), is the condition that is intonationally most like Dahan et al.'s (2002) Experiment 1 deaccented condition, where the sentence pair was, ''Put the candle above the star. NOW put the can . . .'' However, the two conditions differ substantially in the informational content of their accent patterns. In Dahan et al.'s materials, the felicitous use of the contrastively accented DM followed by a deaccented target noun involved the repetition of the immediately preceding noun target. In the current experiment, neither the adjective nor the noun was repeated. We speculate that the presence of L + H* on the DM, when compared to the absence of such contrastive cue, may have simply had a generalized attentional effect, speeding processing of the repeated target in Dahan et al. (2002) as well as the non-contrastive target in the current experiment, resulting in an effect that surfaced once the noun phrase information became available. This effect may be present but not measurable in our Matched Both condition due to the ceiling effect discussed above. Although this is a plausible account of the present outcome, further research is required to explore the general function of the contrastive accent on the discourse marker.
The results of Experiment 3 demonstrated that contrastive accent on a DM does not evoke the strategic expectation of a contrast in the upcoming utterance. Participants in the present study did not develop the use of a strategic interpretation of contrastive accent even with the repetitive commands to search ornaments sorted by object types, which may have highlighted the possible advantageous use of L + H* for the adjective but not for the noun. Although L + H* on the DM may have signaled upcoming contrast, or may have simply provided an additional attention-orienting cue, it did not specify the type of contrast, and thus it did not trigger early fixations to the immediately preceding ornament cell. The present results suggest that a contrastive accent on the DM is evaluated when the informational status of the referent becomes available with the noun phrase naming the referent. The early prompt of the contrast seems to facilitate the attentional shift after the contrast is confirmed at the later point in the utterance.
General discussion
We have presented three eye-tracking experiments examining the role of pitch accent in discourse comprehension during a relatively complex real-world visual search task. Participants followed pre-recorded instructions for a tree decoration task that necessitated a search through over 40 to 52 small ornaments in an organized grid display. Each instruction was followed by a visual search and the hanging of the selected ornament (for some, a relatively delicate manual process). This naturalistic task captured participants' attention, and combined with head mounted eye movement monitoring, allowed us to measure implicitly the time course of listeners' use of intonational patterns to anticipate and recognize discourse referents. Even with the inclusion of intonationally infelicitous trials, post-experiment debriefing interactions with participants informed us that they uniformly did not consider accents on words as a possible focus of the study, with few even attending to intonation. Many participants thought that the experiment was testing their responses to color distribution or their memory of the objects' locations (ornament boards vs. trees).
Experiment 1 compared felicitous and infelicitous use of L + H*. When L + H* felicitously marked contrast on a color adjective modifying a repeated noun (''First hang the green drum.'' fi ''Next, hang the BLUE drum.''), fixation proportions to target cells increased more quickly than when L + H* infelicitously marked the immediately repeated noun (''Hang the blue onion'' fi ''Next, hang the blue DRUM''). In contrast, felicitous L + H* on the noun (''Hang the blue onion'' fi ''Then, hang the blue DRUM'') did not lead to an early increase in fixations to the target as compared to infelicitous L + H* on the immediately repeated color adjective (''First, hang the blue onion'' fi ''Then, hang the BLUE drum''). The effect of felicitous L + H* on the noun appeared after the noun's segmental information was fully available. The results of Experiment 1 suggested that listeners may have 'tuned' to tonal cues that were relevant to the task environment, where no two objects within a cell had the same color and different objects of the same color were distributed across cells. Within this visual context, a contrastive accent on the nonrepeated prenominal adjective was useful to predict the upcoming object type, and participants were able to rapidly integrate pitch accent information to guide visual search. In contrast, the pitch accent pattern on repeated adjectives did not lead to an immediate difference in eye movements. While these results demonstrated clear effects of pitch accent type and location on establishing a contrast set from which to choose the upcoming referent during discourse comprehension, they could not establish whether the effects were due to a processing advantage conferred by felicitous use of L + H*, or instead to disruption from infelicitous use.
Experiment 2 confirmed that the presence of L + H* (as opposed more neutral H*) on a nonrepeated adjective provided a processing advantage, triggering the selection of a candidate for the following noun. The anticipatory nature of the effect was demonstrated by 'garden-path' eye movements when the pitch accent pattern on a non-repeated adjective was misleading. Upon hearing a contrastive L + H* accent on the color (red angel fi GREEN drum), participants immediately fixated the incorrect, previouslymentioned object cell. The effect was clearly due to the accented adjective, because it began before segmental information for the noun became available. Importantly, the proportion of fixations to the incorrect object cell continued to increase from before noun onset until 300 ms into the noun. That is, listeners' eyes continued to be drawn to the anticipated object even as they listened to conflicting segmental information. Such incorrect initial fixations were not observed in the absence of L + H* on the adjective modifying the non-contrastive referent, ruling out the possibility that participants had simply developed a strategy of looking back to the previous cell.
In Experiment 3, L + H* was placed on discourse markers (e.g., And NEXT) that preceded the repetitive command ''. . . hang the . . .'' to test whether participants had developed a selective interpretation of the presence of a L + H* as 'contrast-on-color' as a strategy to perform the visual search task. No sign of specific anticipation due to the contrastive accent on a DM was observed in the eye fixation patterns before the target noun phrase. Instead, when a L + H* on the DM prompted an upcoming contrast on the color, the attention shift (presumably to the tree) seemed to be speeded. In addition, L + H* on the DM may have generally drawn attention to the target noun phrase, as indicated by early more frequent fixations to the non-contrastive target.
Our results are consistent with those from previous eye movement studies that have demonstrated very early use of prosodic information during realtime processing, with anticipatory looks to targets made on the basis of intonational cues and before confirming lexical information (e.g., Snedecker & Trueswell, 2003; Dahan et al., 2002) . The effects support a model of spoken language processing that assumes immediate, parallel processing of segmental and suprasegmental information such as pitch accent, despite the latter's distribution across multiple phonemes in the speech stream. Our participants showed immediate sensitivity to the presence of and type of pitch accent, integrating it with information from the discourse representation, and using it to speed ongoing identification of the object of visual search. Taken together, the results of the three experiments presented here also make two novel contributions to our understanding of how listeners use pitch accent information to establish referential domains during discourse comprehension. Specifically, the work demonstrates how the immediate integration of pitch accent information into the discourse representation can generate an expected referent, and also how grammatical roles of words and referential context constrain the domain of accent-based referential resolution. First, a L + H* on a prenominal adjective immediately evoked a contrast between the accented discourse entity (i.e., the accented color) and the most salient entity that shared the same grammatical role in the discourse background (i.e., just mentioned color). Simultaneously, this contrastive link between the two prenominal modifiers evoked a mapping between the two modified nouns, projecting a specific candidate in the discourse foreground. The data indicate that eye movements to incorrect targets were planned based on the accentual information of the prenominal modifier, and executed even in the presence of conflicting segmental information. Because saccades are ballistic motor movements, they cannot be reprogrammed after they are initiated. Thus, they may not reflect the exact time course of processing of conflicting speech signals. However, the finding that the misleading intonational cue delayed fixations to the object even while its phonemic information was available strongly suggests that pragmatic information from contrastive accent is processed immediately, on par with other acoustic information in the speech stream. Not only did pitch accent produce an incremental update of the informational status of the currently processed word, but it also initiated predictive lexical access.
Second, our results show that the effect of accentual cues seems to be constrained by the discourse/ grammatical role of the word conveying the accent. Although we found a robust anticipatory effect with the contrastive accent on the adjective, the same prominent accent did not produce an equivalent effect in the discourse marker position. Although speakers often use contrastive accent on DMs to draw the listener's attention to a specific (or maybe an entire) part of upcoming message, because DMs are largely independent of the syntactic structure of the following utterance, listeners have insufficient information to generate specific hypotheses about upcoming referent possibilities. In contrast, a determiner-adjective sequence provides enough information for the listener to project a head noun. Presumably, the accentual cues can be integrated faster when they accompany words whose grammatical roles constrain the upcoming informational structure. At the same time, the accentual cues associated with particular grammatical roles may be constrained by referential context, as demonstrated by the weaker effect of accentual cues on the repeated adjective in the present study's search task environment. Thus, our present results suggest that both referential context and grammatical structure may define the domain and the strength of accentual effects. Further research is needed to explore both the scope of referential constraint and the scope of syntactic constraint on the effect of accentual cues during speech comprehension.
The present study demonstrated robust, pervasive effects of contrastive accent on the processing of discourse referents during visual search. The current experiments stand in contrast to previous work by Sedivy et al. (1999) , which failed to demonstrate any effect of intonationally marked contrast with substantially similar materials. In their Experiment IB, Sedivy et al. (1999) monitored participants' eye movements while they followed auditory commands to touch one of four objects: a minimal contrast pair with a pronominal modifier (e.g., a pink comb and a yellow comb), a competitor that shared the contrast property (e.g., a yellow bowl), and a distracter that did not share the contrast (e.g., a metal knife). For each critical trial, participants first heard an instruction that mentioned one of the minimal-pair objects (e.g., ''Touch the pink comb''). The following instruction mentioned either the counterpart of the minimal pair (e.g., the yellow comb) or the competitor (e.g., the yellow bowl), and modifiers were produced either with L + H* or H*. Results showed that modifiers were immediately interpreted as contrastive, with fast eye movements to the minimal-pair counterparts. However, no effect of the H* vs. L + H* accentual difference was observed.
We notice three major differences between Sedivy et al.'s work and that presented here, which may have led to the difference in findings across the two studies: display complexity, informativeness of the adjective modifier in the discourse context, and consistency of phonological information in the spoken materials. First, display complexity differed substantially across the studies, with four objects in Sedivy et al., and more than ten times that number in the current experiments. In a set of four, the relationship between the minimal pair and competitor objects would be salient to participants, who observed each display change for about 20 s before the initial instruction on each trial. Thus, the preview and relatively simple display may have allowed listeners to establish a double contrast (pink/yellow comb and yellow comb/bowl). We suspect that this display-oriented overt contrast, rather than the general 'contrastive interpretation' of the adjectival modifier (Sedivy et al., 1999, pl27) led to a ceiling effect (mean fixation latencies ranged from 270 to 281 ms). In the present experiments, ornaments were sorted into 11 cells, and each cell contained three to five ornaments. This visual complexity engaged participants in visual search rather than simple object selection from a known field. In addition, in the current study there was no display-oriented referential bias, as there were multiple competitors of the same color across cells. In other words, participants had no way of guessing the next target ornament based on non-linguistic contrast within the display. In order to make a direct comparison of the timing of effects across the two studies, we calculated the average latency of first fixations for each condition in Experiment 1 and 2. The average first fixation latencies for the felicitous L + H* conditions in Experiment 1 and 2 were 407 and 388 ms, respectively. We argue that the approximate 120 ms difference in the fixation latency across the two studies was driven by the inequality in display complexity and in non-linguistic contextual bias. The relatively slow increases in fixations in the present experiments may be due also to the visual complexity in the experimental setup. (For the detailed discussion on the relation between the visual complexity, preview time and fixations in scene perception, see Henderson & Ferreira, 2004) .
A second difference between studies is in the informativeness of the prenominal modifiers used. Sedivy et al. (1999) posit that their adjectives were interpreted contrastively regardless of their accents because the wide range of modifiers used increased their informativeness (objects were described with size, color and material terms, and also presented unmodified). They argue further that the presence of a modifier in the initial instruction (pink comb) may have drawn extra attention to the contrasting modified object (yellow comb) during the initial instruction. Thus excessive informativeness of modifiers across the experiment led to very fast eye movements to the minimal pair object (yellow comb) as compared to the competitor (yellow bowl)-a ceiling effect that obscured the effect of felicitous contrastive accent. We instead attribute the ceiling effect to the varied informativeness of modifier within a displaywhile the modifier was informative for minimal pair members (pink/yellow comb), the modifier was also used in a less informative manner to describe the single object that shared color with a member of the minimal pair (yellow bowl). When the modifier conveyed unnecessary or confusing information about the target, participants may have interpreted it as the modifier of the contrastive object (e.g., the yellow comb) which required the modification in order to be distinguished from the other member of the pair. We suggest that the overt visual contrast led to frequent looks to the contrastive object regardless of the accentual property on the modifier. In the present study, the informativeness of color modifier was consistent. There were multiple ornaments of multiple colors, and no ornament could be singled out without a color modifier. Therefore, the color modifier in each instruction was equally informative, allowing the examination of the effect of accent uninfluenced by differences in informativeness.
Finally, the phonetic consistency of instructions is crucial for examining prosodic effects. Sedivy et al. (1999) gave the oral instructions by reading aloud the script, pronouncing L + H* accents in the 'Stress' condition and H* in the 'No stress' condition. Since no prosodic transcriptions or acoustic analysis of the instructions were provided, it is difficult to ascertain the phonetic distinction between the two conditions. Pitch range and speech rate are highly variable within speakers, and it is not easy to consistently pronounce equivalent tunes across utterances. It is possible that some L + H* instructions of Sedivy et al. (1999) were produced with less (or more) prominent accents than our speech materials. The present study employed careful ToBI analysis for screening the speech stimuli. Although the debate remains open over phonological distinction between L + H* and H* (Ladd & Morton, 1997; Ladd & Schepman, 2003) , we ensured that the accentual values of our speech stimuli were phonetically distinct across conditions. Although we do not wish to devalue the importance of investigating the online processing of non-cardinal accents produced in spontaneous speech, we feel it is critical to provide phonetic and phonological analysis of experimental materials used in research on processing and intonation. Current work in our laboratory examines the production and detection of categorical boundaries across different accent types in online spontaneous dialogue comprehension.
The research presented here adds to a growing body of work that employs natural tasks to structure the attention and intentions of interlocutors during discourse production and comprehension. Here, we have successfully used a visual search task and head mounted eyetracking to examine the time-course of contrastive pitch accent use. We feel that the combination of such measures and tasks with careful phonetic and phonological analyses of spoken materials will lead to an accurate characterization of the use of intonation in language processing. Infel 
